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TAKïNG THE ENVXRONHIzNT ïNTû ACCOUNT: 
the Netherlands N m ' s  for 1989, 1990 and 1991 

The National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) 

contains fiwres on environmental burdens in relation to economic 

develapments as reflected in the National accounts. NAMU'S for the 

Netherlands in 1989, 1990 and 1991 have now been completed. These 

environment satellite systems have been extended Erom the pilot version 

presented in De Haan et al. (1993). They include a more detailed industrial 

classification and a series of environment taxes and levies, plus 

environmental protection expenditures by industry and households. Further, 

the depletion of two important mineral resources in the Netherlands is now 

incorporated in the NAMEA's. The concepts have largely remained unchanged. 

In the NAMEA existing national accounts matrices have been extended with 

accounts in physical units. On the basis of the expected contribution of 

each substance to a particular environmental problem, emissions are 

converted to theme equivalents. This results in six summary environmental 

indicators. The satellite accounts contain consistent data for the economy 

and the environment, so that summary economic and environmental indicators 

can be based on one meso-level information system. 

Section two contains a brief methodological discussion. The third section 

of this paper presents the results of the Netherlands' NAMEA's. The 

contribution of industry branches and householdc to a number of main 

environment problems is compared with their contribution to GNP, employment 

and consumption expenditure. Changes between 1989 and 1991 of economic and 

environmental indicators are also presented. Furthermore, the expenditures 

on environmental prevention are compared with changes in outputs of 

pollutants in this period. 
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In general, the value of commodities in the System of National Accounts (SNA) 

is based on actual payments and xeceipts for these commodities on markets. In 

this way receipts always equal outlays, an important accounting practice that 

wil1 guarantee the system's consistency. This valuation method reflects rhe 

revealed preferences on markets and che preferences fot collective goods as 

the outcome of (democratie) decision making processes. The registracion of 

pollution in the National accounts is based on this came starting point. If 

polluting companies are not actually charged for the resulting daniage on the 

environment, there are n0 COS~S subtracted from Gros Domestic Product (GDP). 

These social burdens are in reality not actually paid for by anyone and thus 

not subtracted from factor payments to employees and capita1 suppliers of 

polluting companies. Analogously, £ree use of environmental functions, like 

swimming in a clean sea, does not lead to an increase in GDP. 

It can be concluded that the core SNA contributes to the understanding of 

the development of welfare, but does not provide a complete picture. Besides 

the unpaid use of environmental functions, the SNA does not provide 

information on unpaid household labour and leisure time. ûn the other hand, 

other welfare aspects such as Net National Tncome, employment and social 

security payments are imbedded in the system. Al1 these aspects are however 

not reflected in one single indicator, for instance by adjusting National 

income for unemployment. In extended tables. the National accounts can be 

expanded with non monetary data on aspects of welfare, whereby for each aspect 

of welfare an indicator can be formulated. Changes in indicators can then 

subsequently be compared in overview tables. Examples can be found in Tables 2 

and 3 of this paper. 

At this moment the Netherlands' System of National Accounts is expanded in 

two directions. On the one hand, a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) is compiled 

in which the personal income distribution, and the demand and supply of 

different categories of labour (by sex and education level) are embedded in 

the system (see Timmerman and Van de Ven 1994). On the other hand, a 

connection is made to statistics on the environment in a so called National 



Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA). Besides data on 

the economy, the NAMEA contains detailed information on the environment and 

converts this int0 a number of summary environmental indicators. Indicators on 

the economy and the environment are in this way reflected in a single 

accounting system. This is elaborated in the next section. 



2. An aggregated HAHEA 

In the NAMEA, the National Accounting Matrix is extended with three accounts 

on the environment. A n  substances account (account 11 in the Tables Al, A2 and 

A3 in the annex), an account for global environmental themes (account 12) and 

an account for national environmental themes (account 13). These accounts do 

not express transactions in money tems but include information on the 

environment as it is obsewed in reality: that is in physical units. In this 

part of de NAKEA, not only pollution generated by producers and consumers is 

presented, but for instance als0 the immission of hazaxdous agents in the 

Dutch environment: the domectic output of pollutants plus the balance of 

trans-boundary pollutant flows from and to other countries. In this 

statistica1 matrix, the value of these flows of pollutants, expressed in 

guilders is equal to the actual value in the economic system, namely zero. In 

the environmental accounts these trivia1 values are not reflected, but 

replaced by the corresponding physical units. 

The other accounts in the NAMEA contain a brief overview of the regular 

transactions in the National Accounting Matrix (cf. Keuning and de Gijt, 

1991). Sometimes, actual transactions which are of environmental concern, are 

isolated and explicitly shown (see for instance account la in the tables Al, 

A2 and A3). In the NAMEA, receipts are reflected in the rows and outlays in 

the column, just like the National Accounting Matrix (see also the National 

accounts 1993, p. 228). Most of the accounts contain a balancing item in the 

column. These items are determined by the difference between total receipts 

minus total outlays and are doubly framed in the columns of the accounts in 

the tables Al, A2 and A3. In this way, column and row totals are equal for 

each account, a rule that guarantees the consistency of the accounting system. 

In order to emphasize the fact that money units and physical units cannot be 

added up, the physical units are positioned higher in the rows, and more to 

ehe lefc in the columns of the accounts 2,3,6 and 9. The tables Al, A2 en A3 

are aggregated presentations of NAMEA's for the years 1989, 1990 and 1991. The 

last part of this section gives a short elucidation of these tables.1 

1. For a more detailed conceptual discussion, sec De Boo e t  a l .  (1991) d Kmming (19921. De Haan e t  
al.(l993) provides a more elaborate insight i n  the swrces and methods for  the actual conpi l a t i m  of 
the NAHEA for the Nether lands. 



The first row and column contain the goods and services account. The 

intermediate and final use are presented in the row and total domestic and 

foreign supply is presented in the column. Environmental cleansing services 

are reflected separately. In the NAMEA two types of cleancing services are 

distinguished: internal and external environmental cleansing. External 

cleansing services are sold to other kind-of-activity units (intermediate 

consumption) or to hauseholdc (private consumption). These services are 

considered as production in the National accounts. An example is collection 

and incineration of waste by cleansing companies. Internal environmental 

cleansing services are produced by the same activity unit that uses this 

service within its own production process. These internal services are in the 

national accounts considered neither as production nor intermediate 

consumption. In order to express the financial burdens on behalf of the 

environment within different industries, these expenditures are explicitly 

shown in the NAMEA. Therefore, production as wel1 as intermediate consumption 

are higher in the NAMEA than in the standard national accounts, but Net 

Dornestic Product (NDP) and concomitantly al1 other balances do not change. A 

more detailed presentation of environmental cleansing services can be found in 

table 4 of this paper. The column of the goods and services accounts contains 

taxes on products (VAT, other taxes on products etc.) and trade and transport 

margins. Both of them make up the different between the payments of users and 

the receipt of producers. 

The second account is a specific consumption account which re-allocates 

consumption purchases (matrix 1,2) to consumption purposes (vector 2 , s ) .  The 

latter are connected to specific pollution patterns (2,ll). Consumer goods 

that are purchased in order to protect the environment are presented 

separately. An example of this kind of expenditures are the extra costs of 

cars fitted with catalytic converters. These expenditures reflect the outlays 

of households for the protection of the environment (cell 2a,5). 

The third account shows in the row the production of goods and services, 

and in the column the intermediate use and value added. Consumption of fixed 

capita1 is directly reflected in the production account (cel1 6 , 3 ) ,  so that 

the balancing item in cell ( 4 , 3 )  equals to Net Domestfc Product (NDP) at 

factor costs. In row 3 the production of goods and services is expanded with 



the concomitant emissions of un-priced pollutants (row-vector 3,ll). The 

Tables A4, A5 and A6 give detailed information on the emitted agents 

classified by branches of industry. Vector (11,3) contains infonaation 

concerning a number of inputs in production processec for which no money is 

paid, and these are thus measured fn physical units. Examples of these inputs 

are the extraction of natura1 resources and the amount of waste processed in 

incineration plants. The emissions of waste incineration plants are again 

taken into account in row-vector (3,ll). In the future, recycling of waste can 

alco be reflected in vector (11,3). At this moment sufficient data on the 

destination of this waste is not available. 

The fourth row contains different components of NDP (wages, salaries, 

social contributions and operating surplus) increased by wages and salaries 

from abroad. In the column of this account, this income is distributed over 

institutional sectors in the economy (financial and non financial 

corporations, households and general government etc.) and to the rest of the 

world, In the fifth account income is (re-)distributed and used for 

consumption and saving. In account 6 net saving is converted int0 the 

formation of (fixed) capital. Finally, net lending from and to the rest of the 

world results in row account 7. By definition, these totals add up to zero. 

Therefore the presentation of an (empty) column is not necessary. 

Account 8 of the NAMEA is a separate tax account in which a variety of 

taxes are presented, such as taxes (minus subsidies) on products in sub-matrix 

(8,1), taxes on production in vector ( 8 , 3 )  and taxes on income in vector 

( 8 , 5 ) .  The envirotimental taxes in the detailed NAMEA, such as energy levies, 

levies on pollution of surface waters and levies on waste water drain offs are 

presented separately. The collection of governments' tax receipts is reflected 

in the column of the tax account (row-vector 5,8 and cel1 9,Bb). 

Accounts 9 and 10 represent transactions with the rest of the world. The 

row of the current account (9) contains not only actual expenditures such as 

imports of goods and services, but also the amount of pollution that is 

entering the Netherlands by way of rivers or air. In the column, outlays such 

as exports are presented, as wel1 as the export of pollutants to other 

countries. Unfortunately, trans-boundary flows of waste are still missing due 



to lack of data. Cel1 (10,9) reflects the external balance of payments, that 

is of the rest of the world with the Netherlands. Frorn the point of view of 

the rest of the world, this balance is negative. The figures show that the 

Netherlands managed to create a trade surplus for comodities as wel1 as for 

pollutants. 

Account 11 registers in the column the origin of ten types of pollutants. 

This pollution is caused by producers (row-vector 3,111, consumers (row-vector 

2,ll) and the rest of the world (vector 9,ll). The row of this account 

presents the extraction of the natural resources oil and gas and as wel1 the 

absorption of pollutants in the economic process. This concerns for instance, 

waste incineration (vector 11,3). Other changes in stocks of resources are 

reflected in row-vector (6,ll). These changes reflect discoveries or shifts 

in economic reserves as a result of changes in market prices. The rest of the 

pollutants is exported to other countries (vector 11,9), or is re-allocated to 

five environmental themes (sub-matrices 11,12 and 11,13). The use of natural 

resources is allocated to a sixth theme: natural resource depletion. Account 

11 is expressed in kilogram or in (peta- or) terajoules. Of course the row 

and column totals of account l1 are equal. 

The co-called 'environmental themes' as presented in account 12 and 13 are 

adopted from the Netherlands' National Environmental Policy Plan (VROM, 1993). 

Environmental themes are used as an inventory framework of cuxrent 

environmental issues in the Netherlands. The column totals of account 11 

reflect a weighted aggregation procedure. The weights reflect for each theme 

the potential relative stress on the environment of each substance. These 

aggregation methodc are developed by the Dutch ministry of the environment 

(VRQM) and are for the major part based on international research on the 

effects of different substances on environmental q~ality.~ Correspondingly, 

the extraction of oil and gas is aggregated to one theme by expressing both 

flows in petajoules. The interrelation between substances and environmental 

themes and the corresponding theme-related stress equivalents are summed up in 

table 1. 

2. See Adriaanse (1993) for r more detailed discussim. 



Table l. 
Environmwitnl themes end t h e i r  correspwding substences with betueen brackets the theme related 
stress w i v a l e n t s .  

Envi romiental Sub6 t ances 
thenies 

Greenhouse e f fec t  CO2 (l), U 2 0  (270) d CH4 (11) giobiil uarming potent ia le  

Depletion af  the CFCs 11, 12, 13, 112 (l), ozont depletion p o t m t i a l s  
ozone layer CFC 113 (0.8), CFCs 114, 115 

(0.61, trichloroethenc (0.1) 
tetrachloride (1) and halon 
1301 (10) 

Acidif  icat ion NO, (0.221, SOS (0.31) d acid-cquivalents 
NH3 (0.59) 

Accunilatiwi of 
uaste 

Naturel reswrces gas (1) end dl (1) peta joules 

This method leads to a limited nuniber of physical environmental indicators. 

In the NAMEA the themes are presented in two separate accounts (12 and 13). 

Account 12 contains two environmental themes which are related to global 

environmental problems: the greenhouse effect and the depletion of the ozone 

layer. The corresponding indicators are reflecting the Netherlands' 

contribution to these global problems. Different accounting rules are applied 

to acidification, eutrophication, waste accumulation and the extraction of 

natura1 resources, because these themes cause environmental damage within the 

natianal boundaries. For these problems, information on the national 

accumulation of pollutants is relevant. This means: total domestic pollution 

plus import, minus export of pollutants. 

At the most aggregate level, NAMEA presents the interrelation between 

macro-indicators for the economy (NDP, Net Saving, external balance) and the 

environment (environmental theme indicators). Underlying Tables Al, A2 and A3 

much more detailed in£ormation systems are available, distinguishing for each 

account a number of categories. Tables A4, A5, and A6 present such more 

detailed information on substance flows in account 11 of the macro-tables. The 

pollution fron production processes is classified by industry branch. 

Pollution emitted by households is split by consumption purposes: a) transport 

and b) other purposes. 



3. coqaring industries' and households' contributions to emriromental 

and economic indicators. 

The indicators presented in the Tables 2 and 3 are calculated by converting 

the emission data in the Tables A4, A5 and A6 int0 environmental stress 

equivalents and by aggregating these equivalents per theme. Table 2 shows that 

rhe emissions in the Nelherlands as reflected in the NAMEA have on average 

decreased or increased significantly less than the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP). According to the summary environmental indicators in the modules, the 

emission of pollutants which damage the ozone layer decreased by an average 

12.4% per year. Other environment indicators als0 show a decrease: eutrophica- 

tion by 3.5% and acidification by 2.2% yearly. The volume of waste, on the 

other hand, grew by 1.8% per year, while the emission of greenhouse gacec 

increased by 2.0%. The percentage increases are, however, significantly lower 

than the volume increase of GDP between 1989 and 1991, i.e. 3.2% per year. 

The volume of consumption increased by an annual 3.8% between 1989 and 

1991. In spite of this, consumers produced 2.1% less waste per year and caused 

4.9% less acidification. The burden to the ozone layer was reduced by 12.3% 

yearly. However, the increased consumption did lead to more emissions of 

greenhouse gases (+2.9%) and eutrophicating substances (+2.5%) per year. This 

increase is stronger than that caused by industry (+1.8% and -4.0% 

respectively per year). 

Remarkably, the relatively lower pollution due to consumption is nearly al1 

accounted Eor by the lower emissions by cars and other forms of personal 

transport. In this spending category emissions are down al1 along the line, 

while the volume of consumption for personal transport increased by nearly 3% 

per year. This has partly to do with the increasing proportion of cars in the 

Dutch car fleet being fitted with catalytic converters since 1989. In spite of 

this decrease, in 1991 personal transport was still responsible for 86% of 

acidification caused by consumption. Moreover it accounted for 41% of the 

greenhouse effect and 15% of eutrophication. And this while expenditure on 

personal transport made up only 9% of total consumer expenditure in 1991. 



Tablc Z 
Average wr*ial volme changes 1990-1991 for  sune uoncmic nd m v i r m t  indicators 

CDWSWPTIOW EXPENDITURE 
Persarml transport 
Other 

PRODUCT I w 
Agriculturc d f isheriec 
Hining end qwrry ing  
Manuf act ur i ng 

Food, beverapes end tobacco 
D i l  industry 
Chemica( industry 
Metal industry 
Other manufacturing 

Pubtic u t i l i t i e s  
of which: e l e c t r i c i t y  plants 

Construction d i ns ta l la t ion  

Economic indicators Emironaent indicators 
- 

Net Labour Coris-- 
Danestic volme t i o n  
Product expend i - 
( factorcosts)  tu rc  

X 

Transport storage end comnnication 6.7 2.9 
E n v i r m t  cleansins capanies 1.9 3.8 
Other services 3.3 2.5 

TOTAL 3.2 1.8 3.8 

Green- Daiaege Acidation Eutrophi- Uaste 
hwse t o  ozane c a t i m  
c f f r t  Layer 

- : c o n t r i k t i o n  too smalt fo r  a re l iab le  estimate of change. 

In nearly al1 branches of industry which contribute significantly to the 

thinning of the ozone layer, eutrophication and acidification, the emission of 

pollutants which cause these problems dropped. The only exception was the 

emission of acidifying substances by the oi1 industry ( + 2 . 3 % ) .  me volume 

growth of value added was relatively high hexe too ( + 4 . 8 % ) .  The category 

'other manufacturing' realised the greatest reduction in damage to the ozone 

layer (-18.4%) ; this was mainly due to improvements in the manufacture of 

rubber and plastic products and in the metal products industry. 

The decrease in the emission of eutrophicating substances was mainly due to 

less emission by agriculture ( - 3 . 9 % ,  with a production growth of 6.5%). 

Acidification in this branch of industry also dropped (-1.0%). This form of 

pollution was alco down in electricity generation (-7.7%) and in the chemica1 

industry (-5.6%). Electricity plants stabilised their emission of greenhouse 

gases while increasing value added by 2.2%. In some branches of industry the 



increase in waste and the emission of greenhouse gases was higher than 

production growth. The amount of waste grew strongly in 'other services' 

(9.4%), which includes commercial services, financial services, government 

etc., and in the food industry (9.0%). Between 1989 and 1991 the emission of 

greenhouse gases rose in nearly al1 the industries distinguished except the 

basic metals industry. The greatest increase was for agriculture and fisheries 

(6.8%) and other manufacturing (3.6%). 

Table 3 
Contrikrt iwui t o  production end consunption a c t i v i t y  t o  the Gross Damestic Product, employnient Md s m  
mviromental  themes according t o  the s a t e l l i t e  accounts f o r  the e n v i r o m t ,  1991 

CWSUMPTIûN EXPENDITURE 

CONSUHPTIW EXPENDITURE 

Personal transport 
Other 

PRODUCT 1011 

Agriculture d f isher 
Wining and quarrying 
Manufacturing 

F&, beverages end 
O i l  industry 
Chemica1 industry 
Metat industry 
Other manuf acturing 

Public u t i l i t i e s  
of uhich: e l e c t r i c i t y  plant6 

Construction d i ns ta l l a t i on  
Transpart Md storagc 
Environment cieansing cmpanies 
Other services 

Econmic indicators Environment indicators 

Gross Labwr Consunp- 
Domestic volune t i o n  
Product expendi - 
(factor costs) tu re  

X 

Green- Deniage Acida- Eutrophi- Uaste 
hwse t o o z a n e t i o n  cation 
e f fec t  Layer 

Table 3 shows that in 1991 the share of 'other services' in GNP is much 

higher than the contribution of this sector to the five environmental problems 

mentioned. Leaving aside the damage to the ozone layer this is also true of 

other manufacturing. Agriculture and fisheries, the chemica1 industry and 



power stations show the reverse for most of the environmental problems. 

In the environment module pollution is registered under the activity where 

the actual emission takes place. For example, greenhouse gases emitted during 

the electricity production for rail transport are not registered under the 

transport industry. Such indirect effects may, howevet, be calculated in a 

modelling analysis based on the NAMEA. 

Table 4. 
Usc of internet ud externat envirormental cleansing services by bramhes of industries. 

1989 1991 

in ter -  exter- t o t a l  in te r -  exter- t o ta l  
nel nel w e  as nel nel m e  as 

X of X of 
input1 input1 

mln guilders 

Agriculture and f isher ies 26 198 0.51 30 262 0.66 

Mining 
O i l  end gas exploretion and exploi tat ion 
Other mining 

Maruifacturing 
Food, bevereges end tobacco 
Manufacturc of text  i les, wearing apperel end leather 
Manufacture of wocd products, including furni ture 
Manufacture of peper, pr in t ing  and i l l i e d  industries 
Petroleum industries 
Chemica1 industries 
Manufacture of ruther and p las t ic  products 
Mamifacture of bui ld ing material, earthenwarc and glnss 
Basic netel  industr ies 
Manufacturc of m t e l  products end inachinery 
Other mawfacturing 

Public u t i l i t i c s  
ELectr ic i ty  
Other pciblic u t i l i t i e s  

Constructim m d  i ns te l le t ion  on construction projects 24 20 0.06 28 201 0.29 

Transport m d  storage 61 416 1-09 80 589 1.35 

E n v i r m t a t  cleensing services 18 0.86 24 0.87 

Other services 557 991 0.38 732 1582 0.49 

1. Internal m v i r o r w n t a l  cleansing services ere included i n  t o ta l  input (d output) i n  the NAWEA. 

Table 4 contains an overview of pollution prevention costs of a number of 

branches of industry. As mentioned in section 2, these efforts can be 



subdivided int0 two types of services: internal and external cleansing 

services. From 1989 to 1991, the combined average annual increase in these 

expenditures was 18%, much higher than the average nomina1 annual growth rate 

of GDP. The percentages in table 4 give total environmental protection 

expenditures as a share of total input costc per industry. The average share 

for a11 industries is only 0.5% of input in 1989 and shows a smal1 increase to 

0.6% in 1991, 

The shares vary between production activities, and these differencec are 

generally not in conformity with the relative contributions to environmental 

themes. For instance, electricity generation spends 2.5% of total input costc 

on environmental protection in 1991, while this percentage is only slightly 

above average in agriculture and fisheries. Both activities are significant 

polluters. Related to this the emission of greenhouse gases nearly stabilised 

from electricity generation, while the annual growth of value added was 2.2%. 

The reduction in acid emissions from electricity generation was almost 8%. 

This combination of relatively high expenditures on environmental cleansing 

and a reduction in the contributions to environmental themes was also found in 

the basic metals industry. In this production activity, the decrease in 

pollution of al1 themes was greater than the reduction in GDP and employment. 

Concomftantly, the environmental protection expenditures were high in relation 

to value added. Reverce patrerns were found for transport and oil refineriec. 

Here, above average environmental expenditures were not combined with 

decreases in pollution. Nevertheless, growth rates of the contributlons to 

environmental themes in the oil refineries were lower than the volume increase 

in net value added. 

A Comparison wf cleansing expenditures and changes in environment indicators 

would benefit from a classification of these expenditures according to the 

environmental themes to which they are related. Unfortunately, this is not yet 

possible. 



4. Other applications and future extenslons 

The NAMEA system can be used for many purposes. For example, the indirect 

economic and ecological effects of consumption or exports can be shown, by an 

accumulation of the pollution generated in al1 activities that contributed to 

the realisation of a unit of final product. Detailed classifications of 

production activities and the concomitant pollutants are very important in 

this respect. Besides, the NAMEA can serve as a framework for applied general 

equilibrium models, These models can be used for calculating e . g .  the effects 

of an energy tax on the environmental or econornic indicators in the system. 

Another application of models is the estimation of a National income in a 

sustainable situation, that is a so called Green National In~ome.~ 

At present, the conceptual and statistica1 development of the NAMEA is 

continued. For instance, the number of environmental themes wil1 be expanded 

when new information becomes available. This relates to e.g. other themes from 

the Netherlands' Environmental Policy Plan (the dispersion of toxic 

substances, stench and noise nuisance and excessive use of ground water). 

Another expansion of the system is the decomposition o£ supply and use data in 

the NAMEA into physical units and average prices. A direct connection can then 

be made between the use of natura1 resaurcec and the emissions of pollutants. 

This may lead to detailed research on material flows in production processes 

(see Konijn and De Boer 1995). 

3. In De Boer ct a l .  (1994) such a s inpk optimisation Podel b a s 4  on the NAMEA i s  presented. 
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- Costs and financing of environmental control 1991-1992. 

- Emissions from the combustion of focsil fuels in furnaces 1980-1990. 
- Emissions by road traffic 1980-1990. 

- Environmental Statistics of the Netherlands 1993 (English publication). 
- Environmental Quarteriy. 
- Industrial costs for the protection of the environment 1992. 
- Industrial waste 1992. 

- Process enissions 1980-1990. 
- Manure production 1990. 

- Minerals in agriculture 1970-1990. Phosphorus, nitrogen and potassium 
- Municipal waste 1991. 
- National Accounts 1993. 
- Phosphorus in the Netherlands 1970-1983. 
- Statistics of water quality management and control, volume A: Discharge of 
waste water 1991, volume B: Treatment of sewage 1992. 

- Vehicle wrecks 1989. 

* ) In mach publication title, tabl. of contmti. suamarp and explanation of the aymbols ussd are 

g i v m  in English. 
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TABLE A 1 
A NATIONAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUHTS (NAMEA) FOR THE NETHERLANDS, 1989 
(ACCOUNT 1-10 IN MILLION GUILDERS) 

ACCOUNT G o d s  and 
(classtficatim) services 

(product- 

1 l a  t b  
Gccds and smices I (Tradeand 

l~nvironmental cleansing services I l a  I 

(Purposes) 

Environment 

Production 

basic pnces 

5464 90159 
income generatiai 
(Primary input categcfies) 4 

Taxes Taxes less 
(Tax categwies) subsidies 

m products I 
I~nvirwimental taxes f &  1 
Other taxes I 8 b  1 81 40014 
Rest of the wwld I Ilrnports (ciO 
Current 

I I 248745 
Rest of the wmd 
Capital 

Substances (CFCs en halms in lm 
kg, gas in pl. a l  in i j  and other 
substances in miliion kg) 

c 0 2  I l b  
N20 I l b  
Ct44 I l C  

CFCS en h a m s  I l d  
NOx I l e  
s02 111 
NH3 l i g  

P I l h 
N I l i  

Waste l l j  
-5 l l k  
Oil 111 

Global environmental themes 

ICìreenhwse efiects (GWP) L I 
Ozone Iayer depletion (ODP) 12b 
National environmental themes 

Acidification (AEQ) 
Eutrophication (EEQ) 

input 
cakgmes) 

Enwron obier 
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213 2b 3 4 
Cmwrnpbm d Intemediate 
hwsehdds cmsurnpbm I I 

h x d  capitaf 
54880 

ome- m e s  lesS 
subsidtes cn 
praJuctim 

1139 
2733 

Wages tomi 
rest of me 
vrocid 

126C 

Absapbm of 
wbstances in 
producbm 

2987 
22753 
l 46  

msurnpbm of Costs, Allocabm of 
xisehdds basic pnces generatad 

i n c a e  
531 2- 907063 387280 

w i t a i  

5 
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Taxes Incmne end o:nw 
i m m e  and transfws f r m  
cunent the rest of me 
transfers 

Taxes 
(Taxes  careg.) 

Vat nol handed 
OV= t0 the 
govemment 

Rest of me wmd 
Cunent 

6 
Grms capital 

Wages to the rest 

of fhe wwld 

1 15620 
'axes ai PAT a, land I~axes  f r m  the 

802290 

; ~ y a n d  P d  W e s m  
investment I 

taxes taxes 
Ba 8b 

1920 
64620 

i c m e  and 

9 

Expms (f&) 

Net saving l 
3059 l W 7  

)met transfers 
J the rest of 
i e  wald 

5936 

I rest of the wcfld 

9701 1110 
Taxes 10 the rest 

62190 

nvirmmen 
indicatas 

of theworld 
2220 

pdlut im t0 the 
rest of the wwid 

495 
1 68 
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26 

Capiral trans- 
f- 10 the rest 

he wwld 
-16910 

Trans border 

f r m  the rest 
of the world 

3059 109527 31 2355 

140 



est o1 me world 
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Depleb- 
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ficabm phicabm Waste reswrce 

1% 13b i3c 13d 
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effect ozme layer 

1 2.3 12b 
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I l a  11 I l c  I l d  I l e  111 l l g  I l h  111 i l j  l l k  111 

*- 

q 
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w 

+ 

I 

- 

-- 
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-- 
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l a  
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2a 

E 
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4 
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- 
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7 
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Ba 

2 
9 

- 
o 

l l a  
I b  
l c 

l d  
I l e  
111 

"9 
I h  
l i l  

111 
I I k  

I 2a 
yJ 

13a 
i3b 
13c 
5 

- 

- 

- 

- 

P 
8 

- 

1 
c 

>mrnodity use 

5545 

missiai d pdluîants trom hcusehdds 

& l2  2 1 832 172 6 - 13 122 6857 

283969 
Prwuctim. 
basic prtces 

.apital transfers Ir0 
>e rest of the wffld 

mer changes in natura1 rescurces 
2121 s 

930 

3et lenaing f r m  
he rest of the 
vffld 

Tax payments o 
109527 

I Icurrent pay- rans botder palut im trcm me rest ot the wcfid 
113 111 26 20 441 rnents to the res 

of the wwld 

31 2355 
Capital pay- 
mmts to the res 
of the wffld 

mvirmmmtal thernes 
(irnrnission d substances) 

lent global l 

:apital receipta 
wr~ the rest of 
?e wotld 

-14690 

ingin cf substances 

58000 61 663 6374 689 323 253 204 1898 25491 2121 3r 



TABLE A 2 
A NATIONAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX INCLUDING ENVIRONMEMTAL ACCOUNT3 (NAMEA) FOR THE NETHEAUNDS, 1990 
(ACCOUNT 1-10 IN MILUON GUILDERS) 

bubm and 
Inccme ge 
rabon 

( P " V  
input 
categones 

4 

(Branches d 
industies) 

Expats (tob) Goods and serdices 
(Product grwps) ranspat hwsehdds 

nargins 1 24 I~nvironmenta cisanaing services 

(Purposes) 

Environment 

(Branches of industry) >asic pnces 

(Prirnary input categmtes) 

ouernment 

income and otnw 
transfers frcm 
the rest of the 

3458 124749 5897C 

I ncme d~stribution and use 
(Sectors) 

het  Nabor 
Generated 
Incane. 
tactm cosi 

4097; 

income ano 

iransters 

Financial 

balance 

(Tax categwies) r----'- axes less 
ubsidies 
n I products 

%-er faxes IeSS 
rubsidies m 
)roduction 

rest of the wmld 
investment 

1 1070 
utes to the rest 

I~nvironmental taxes 

)mer vansrers 
D me rest of 

Iers t0 îhe rest 
of ths worid 

Other taxes 
Rest of the world 
Current the w d d  

Rest of the world 
130 1 

Ip iance of payment 
Ibf the rest of 
Ilhe wwld 

-19750 
rans bwder Substances (CFCs er halais rn tMM 

kg. gas in p], a l  in t] and other 
substances in rnillim kg) 

C 0 2  
N20 
GW4 

CFCs en halons 
NOx 

S02 
NH3 

P 
N 

Waste 
Gas l 

pdluticm to the 
rest of the wcdd 

nviraimen 
indicatas 
82591 

Global environmental themes F 
I~reenhouse efiects (GWP) I I ' 3 :  
Ozone layef depletim (ODP) 12b 
National envirmrnental themes 

Acidificatim (AEQ) 
Eutrophication (EEO) 
Waste (KG) 

osts, 
istc prices 

o c a b a i  of 
nefated 
: m e  

410900 

trom the rest 
of Me wwld 

458 126493 
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e rest of the world 
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the world 
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%er changes in natura1 reswrces 
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ngin of substances 
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mmcdity use 

I I~CB~M to global 
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1-98 
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6131 

9527711 
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TABLE A 3 
A NATIONAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTS (NAMEA) FOR THE NETHERLANDC. 1991 
(ACCOUNT 1-70 IN MILLION GUILDERS) 

ACCOUNT 
(ciassificatim) 

Environmental cleansing services 

Consumption of hwsehoids 
(Purposes) 

I lnccfne generation 
(Primary input categrnes) 

Environment 
Other purposes 
Production 
(Branches af tndustry) 

2a 
2b 

3 

I~nvironmentai taxes I & 

Income distribuDwi and use 
(Sectors) 

CapiW 

Financial 
balance 

Taxes 
(Tax categwies) 

Other taxes 8b 
Rest of the wwld I 

5 

6 
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N 

Waste 
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Waste (KG) 
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TOTAL t- 

Enwrm othw 
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l a  I b  2a 2b 3 
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II Product. 
facta costs 
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substances in 
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Omer m e s  tess 
subsidies m 
producbm 

Net Nabma 
Zeneratw 
ncome, 
'acta costs 

43mw 

)uQm and 
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bastc pnces 

IPPlY, 
M e t  pnces 

incorne and 
current 
bansfers 

Consumphm d 
househdds 

e saving + 
U me rest of 
me wald 

i c a n e  and and taxes m I investment 

lm@ ~IMS~WS 

J me rest d 
>e world 

tem t0 me rest 
of the w d d  

Expats (tob) +l== 
lat not handed Wages to the rest 
WW to me of the waid 
lovemment i 

transfers frarn 
the rest of the 

3982 137518 

1680 

rest of the w d d  

EL 

f the w d d  

axes (Income and ottier 

I the rest of 

-1871 
rans bixder 

pollution to the 
rest ot the wwld 

from the rest 
of the w d d  

3982 139558 



.apitPJ transfers fro 
i e  rest ofthe w d d  

980 
Qet lendinq trom 

TOTAL I ~ e s t  of me w d d  /Substances (CFCs en halons in 1000 kg, gas in p), a l  in t] and aha 

he rest of the 
vorld 

C02 N2 CH4 nalons NOx S02 NH3 P N Waste Gas 0 1 1  
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Pipital receipts 
xn the rest 
the w d d  

-16360 
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ubstances in rniilim kg) 

Nabonal environmental themes 

CFCs B 

missim CA pdluîants f r m  househdds 
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mission ot pdIutMts h m  industnes 
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lther changes in naturai rescurces 
16% 138 
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ngin of substances 
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TABLE A 4  
DETAILED PRESENTATION OF THE ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF MATERIAL FLOWS IN THE NAMEA OF 1989 

CFCs and Natural Crude 
C02 N20 C M  halons NOx S02 NH3 P N Waste gas oil 
l l a  l l b  l l c  l l d  118 111 l l g  l l h  1 l i  l l j  1 l k  111 

mln kg 1000kg mln kg pj ti -- 
ORIGIN 

FINAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE (2) 
Own transport 
Other 

Agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing 7772 33 484 - 32 2 223 143 1202 1163 

Mining and quarrying 
Crude petroleum and natura1 gas production l519 - 74 - 2 1235 6 2 
Other rnining and quartying 321 - - 1 

Manufacturing 
Food, beverage and tobacco industry 
Textile. wearing apparel and leather industry 
Wood. furniture and building materials industry 
Paper, paper products. printing and publishing indi 
Petroleum industry 
Chemica1 industry 
Rubber and artificial materials processing industry 
Manufacture of building materials. earthenware 
and glass products 
Manufacture of basic metals 
Manufacture of metal products and machinery 
Industrial manufacturing n.e.c. 

Public utilities 
Electricity 
Other public utilities 

Construction 2535 - 9 - 26 3 - 8 3866 

Transport and storage 8843 2 6 79 22 - 24 2057 

Environmental cleansing and saniíary services 3431 6 5 5 4 - 2 810 

Other services 10818 l - 107 64 4 - 1 19 2479 

CAPITAL (6) 2121 34 

REST OF THE WORLD, CURRENT (9) 113 111 26 20 441 

Total = column total 11 158000 61 663 6374 689 323 253 204 1898 25491 2121 34 

DESTINATION 

OUTPUT (3) 

Crude petroleum and natural gas productiwn 
Environmental cleansing and sanitary services 

REST OF THE WORLD. CURRENT (9) 495 168 120 26 617 

MONDIAL ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES (1 2) 158000 61 663 6374 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES (13) 194 155 133 178 1281 22504 -158 -112 

Total = row total 11 158000 61 663 6374 689 323 253 204 1898 25491 2121 34 

Sfatistics Netherlands - National accounts 1993 



TABLE A 5 
DETAILED PRESENTATION OF THE ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF MATERIAL FLOWS IN THE NAMEA OF 1990 

CFCs and Natural Crude 
C02 N20 CH4 halons NOx S02 NH3 P N Waste gas oil 
l l a  l l b  I l c  l l d  l l e  l l f  l l g  1 l h  l l i  l l j  i l k  111 

mln kg 1000 kg mln kg PJ ti -- 
ORIGIN 

FINAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE (2) 
Own transport 
Other 

OUTPUT (3) 124579 59 9 0  5331 394 202 213 163 1258 18936 

Agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing 7907 33 521 - 31 2 210 136 1122 1173 

Mining and quarrying 
Crude petroleum and natural gas production 
Other mining and quarrytng 

Manufacturing 
Food. beverage and tobacco industry 
Textile, wearing apparel and leather industry 
Wood, furniture and building materials industry 
Paper, paper products, printing and publishing industry 
Petroleum industry 
Chemical industry 
Rubber and artificial materials processing industry 
Manufacture of building materials, earthenware 
and glass products 
Manufacture of basic metals 
Manufacture of metal products and machinery 
Industrial manufacturing n.e.c. 

Public utilities 
Electricity 
Other public utilities 

Construction 2766 - 7 - 25 3 - 7 3722 

Transport and storage 9021 2 6 78 23 - 23 2151 

Environmental cleansing and saniiary services 3616 6 4 5 4 - 2 730 

Other services 11012 1 - 103 62 3 - 19 2620 

CAPITAL (6) 9748 

REST OF TUE WORLD, CURRENT (9) 96 111 27 20 417 

Total = column total 11 158498 61 693 6131 654 319 240 198 1795 25719 9748 

DESTINATION 

OUTPUT (3) 

Crude petroleum and natural gas production 
Environmental cleansing and sanitary services 

REST OF THE WORLD, CURRENT (9) 492 164 110 25 584 

MONDIAL ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES (12) 158498 61 693 6131 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES (1 3) 162 155 130 173 1 2 t l  22890 7438 -150 

Total = row total 11 158498 61 693 6131 654 319 240 198 1795 25719 9748 

Statistics Netherlands - National accounts 1993 



TABLE A 6 
DETAILED PRESENTATION OF THE ORIGIN AND DESTINATION OF MATERIAL K O W S  IN m E  NAMEA OF 1991 

CFCs and Natural Crude 
C02 N20 C M  halons NOx S02 NH3 P N Waste gas oil 
l l a  t l b  l l c  l l d  l l e  l l f  l l g  l l h  I l i  l l j  l l k  111 

mln kg 1000 kg mln kg PJ tj -- 
ORIGIN 

FINAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE (2) 
Own transport 
Other 

OUTPUT (3) 128MO 59 724 4375 397 191 220 155 1257 19742 

Agriculture, hunting, forestry, fishing 10260 33 534 - 36 2 215 131 1117 1190 

Mining and quarrying 
Crude petroleum and natura1 gas production 1566 - 78 5 2 - 2 1368 
Other rnining and quarrying 357 - - l 

Manufacturing 
Food, beverage and tobacco industry 
Textile, wearing apparel and Ieather industry 
Wood, furniture and building rnaterials industry 
Paper, paper products, printing and publishing industry 
Petroleum industry 
Chernical industry 
Rubber and artificial materials processing industry 
Manufacture of building rnaterials, earthenware 
and glass products 
Manufacture of basic metals 
Manufacture of rnetal products and machinery 
Industrial manufacturing n.e.c. 

Public utilities 
Electricity 
Other public utilities 

Construction 2501 - 8 - 26 3 - 8 3574 

Transport and storage 9254 2 6 78 22 - 23 2270 

Environrnental cleansing and sanitary services 3641 6 4 5 3 - 2 690 

Other services 

CAPITAL (6) 

REST OF THE WORLD, CURRENT (9) 93 99 27 20 415 

Total = column total 11 164412 61 728 5031 M 6  295 247 190 1787 26405 1836 138 

DESTINATION 

OUTPUT (3) 

Crude petroleum and nafural gas production 
Environmental cleansing and sanitary services 

REST OF THE WORLD, CURREM (9) 488 159 113 24 581 

MONDIAL ENVIRONMENTAL THEMES (1 2) 164412 61 728 5031 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL THEMEC (13) 158 136 134 166 1206 23760 -759 

Total = row total 11 164412 61 728 5031 646 295 247 190 1787 26405 1836 138 

Statistics Netherlands - National accounts 1993 



Statistics Netherlands 
National Accounts Occasional Papers 

NA/Ol Flexibility in the s stem of National Accounts, Van Eck, R., C.N. 
Gorter and H.K. van Tuinen (1983). 
This paper sets out some of the main ideas of what radually developed f3 int0 the Dutch view on the fourth revision of the S A. In particular it 
focuses on the validity and even desirability of the inclusion of a 
number of carefully chosen alternative definitions in the "Blue Bookw, 
and the organization of a flexible s stem starting from a core that is 
easier to understand than the 1968 S ~ A .  

NA/02 The unobserved economy and the Elational Accounts in the Netherlands, a 
sensitivity analysis, Broesterhuizen G.A.A.M. (1983). 
This pa er studies the influence of kraud on macro-economie statistics, 
especlafly GDP. The term "fraud" is used as rneaning unreporting or un- 
derreporting income (e. to the tax authorities), The conclus~on of 
the analysis of growth uren is that a bias in the growrh of GDP of 
more than 0.5% is very unfikely. 

NA/03 Secondary activities and the National Accounts: Aspects of tñe Dutch 
measurement ractice and its effects on the unofficlal economy, Van 
Eck, R. ( 1 9 8 5 ) .  
In the process of estimatin narional product and ather variables in 
the Nat~onal Accounts a numier of methods is w e d  to obtain initia1 
estimates for each economic activity. These methods are described and 
for each method various possibilities for distortion are considered. 

NA/04 Comparability of in ut-output tables in time, Al, P.G. and G.A.A.M. 
Broesterhuizen (198%. 
It is argued that the comparability in time of statistics, and input- 
output tables in articular, can be filled in in various wa s. The way 
in which it is fiyled depands on the structure and object of the sta- 
tistics concerned. In this respect it is im ortant to differentiate be- 
tween coordinated input-output tables, in wiich grou s of units (indus- 
tries) are divided into rows and columns and analyt!cal input-out ut 
tables, in which the rows and columns reker to homogeneous activityes. 

NA/05 The use o£ chain indices for deflatin the National Accounts, Al, 
P.G. , B.M. Balk, S. de Boer and G.P. sen Bakker (1985). 
This paper is devoted to the roblem of deflatin National Accounts and 
in ut-output tables. This proglem is approached Brom the rheoretical as 
wefl as from the practica1 ride. Although the theoretica1 argument 
favors the use of chained Vartia-I indices, the current practice of 
compilatlng National Accounts restricts to using chained Paasche and 
Laspeyres ~ndices. Various possible objections to the use of chained 
indlces are discussed and r e j  ected. 

=/O6 Revision of the system of Bational Accounts: the case for flexibilit;y, 
Van Bochove, C.A. and H.K. van Tuinen (1985). 
It is argued that the structure of the SNA should be made more flexi- 
ble. This can be achieved by means of a s stem of a genera1 purpose 
core supplernented with special modules. s core is a fully fledged, 
detailed system of National Accounts with a greater institutional 
content than the present SNA and a more elaborate description of the 
ecanom at the meso-level. The modules are more analytic and reflect 
special purpoies and specific theoretica1 views. 

NA/07 Integration of input-output tables and sector accounts; a possible 
solution, Van den Bos, C. (1985). 
The establishment-enterprise problem is tackled by taking the institu- 
tional sectors to which the establishments belong into account during 
the construction of input-out ut tables. The extra burden on the con- 
struetion of input - output tabfes resulting from this approach is exa- 
mined for the Dutch situation. An adapted sectoring of ~nstitutional 
units is proposed for the construction of input-output tables. 

NA/08 A note on Dutch National Accounting data 1900-1984, Van Bochove, C.A. 
(1985). 
This note provides a brief survey of Dutch national accounting data for 
1900-1984, concentratin on national income. It indicates where these 
data can be found and w l? at the major discontinuities are. The note 
concludes that estimates of the level of national income ma contain 
inaccuracies; that its growth rate is measured accurately 2 or the 
eriod since 1948; and that the real income growth rate series for 

1900-1984 may contain a systematic bias. 



NA/09 The structure of the next SNA: review of the basic options, Van 
Bochove, C.A. and A.M. Bloem (1985). 
There are two basic issues with res ect to the structure of the (ext 
version of the UN Systern of Nationa! Accounts. The f irst is its size' : 
reviewing this issue, it can be concluded that the next SNA should con- 
tain an integrated meso-economic statistical system. It is essential 
that the next SNA contains an institutional system without the imputa- 
tions and attributions that pollute the present SNA. This can be 
achieved by distinguishing, in the centra1 system of the next SNA, a 
core (the institutional system , a standard module for non-market 
production and a standard modu 1 e describing attributed income and 
consumption of the household sector. 

NA/10 h l  sectoring in National Accounts, Al, P.C. (1985). 
Following a conceptual explanation of dual sectoring, an outline is 
iven of a statistica1 system with complete dual sectoring in which the 
kinkages are also defined and vorked out. It is shown that the SN* 1968 
is incomulete and obscure with resDect to the links between the two 

Backward and forward linkages w i t h  an a plication to tha Dutch agro- 
industrial complex, Harthoorn, R. (1985l 
Some industries induce production in ot er industries. An elegant 
method is developed for calculating forward and backward linkages avoi- 
ding double counting. For 1981 these methods have been a plied to 
derermine the influence of Dutch agriculture in the Dut& economy in 
terms of value added and labour force. 

Production chains, Harthoorn, R. (1986). 
This paper introduces the notion of production chains as a measure of 
the h~erarchy of industries in the roduction process. Production 
chains are sequences of trans formarfon of products by success ive indus - 
tries. It is possible to calculate forward transformations as wel1 as 
backward ones . 
The simltaneous compilation of current rlce and äeflated input- 
output tables. De Boer, S. and G.A.A.H. koesterhuizen (1986). 
A few years a o the method of compiling in ut-output tables underwent 
in the ~etherfands an essential revision $e most significant impro- 
vernent is that during the entire statistical process, from the proces- 
sing and analysis of rhe basic data up to and including the phase of 
balancing the tables, data in current prices and deflated data are 
obtained sirnultaneously and in consistency with each other. 

A proposal for the s optic structure of &e next SNA, Al, P.C. and 
C .A. van Bochove (l9E) . 
Features of the hidden econoq in the Netherlands, Van Eck, R. and 
B. Kazemier (1986). 
This pa er presents surve results on the size and structure of the 
hidden Eabour rnarket in de Netherlandc. 
Uncoverin hidden income distributions: ths Dutch approach, Van 
Bochove, & . A .  (1987). 

Main national accounting series 1900-1986, Van Bochove, C.A. and T.A. 
Huitker (1987). 
The main national accountin series for the Netherlands, 1900-1986, are 
provided, along with a brief explanation. 

The Dutch economy, 1921-1939 and 1969-1985. A comparison based on 
revised macro-economfc data for the interwar perlod, Den Bakker, G.P., 
T.A. Huitker and C.A. van Bochove (1987). 
A set of macro-econornic time series for the Netherlands 1921-1939 is 
resented. The new series differ considerably from the data that had 
geen published before They are alco more comprehensive, more detailed, 
and conceptually consistent with the modern National Accounts, The 
macro-economic developments that are shown by the new series are dis- 
cussed. It turns out that the traditional economic-historica1 view of 
the Dutch econorny has to be reversed. 

Constant wealth national income: accounting for w a r  dnmn e w i t h  an ap- 
lication to the Netherlands, 1940-1945, Van Bochove, c.f. and W. van 

Borpe (1987). 



NA/20 The micro-meso-macro linkage for business in an SNA-compatible system 
of econornic statistics, Van Bochove, C.A. (1987). 

L;UL/21 Micro-macro link-for goverrinient, Bloem, A.M. (1987). 
This aper describes the way the link between the statistics on govern- 
ment Pinance and national accounts is provided for in the Dutch govern- 
ment finance statistics. 

NA/22 Some extensions of the static o en Isontief aodel, Harthoorn, R.(1987). 
The results of input-out ut ana p ysis are invariant for a transformation 
of the system of units. Euch transformation can be used to derive the 
Leontief price model, for forecastin in ut-output tables and for the 
calculation of cwnulative factor cosfs. !inally the series expansion of 
the Leontief inverse is used to describe how certain economic processes 
are spread out over time. 

HA/23 Compilation of household sector accounts in the Netherlands National 
Accounts, Van der Laan, P. (1987). 
This paper provides a concise description of the wa in which house- 3[ hold sector accounts are compiled within the Nether ands Narional 
Accounts. Special attention is paid to differences with the recommen- 
dations in the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA). 

NA/24 ûn the adjustment of tables with Lagrange multipliers, Harthoorn, R .  
and J .  van D a l e n  (1987). - - - - - . . -. . - -. - - - - ,-- - - r - 
An efficient variant of the Lagrange method is given, which uses no 
more computer time and central memory then the widely used RAS method. 
Also some special cases are discussed: the adjustment of row sums and 
column sums. additional restraints. mutual connections between tables 
and three dimensional tables. 

NA/25 The methodolo of the Dutch systen of quarterly accounts, Janssen, 
R . J . A .  and S.P Algera (1988). 
In this paper a description is given of the Dutch system of quarterly 
national accounts. The backbone of the method is the comvilation of a 
quarterly input-output table by integrating short-term economic sta- 
tistics. 

NA/26 I utations and re-routeings in the National Accounts, Gorter, Cor N. 
3 8 8 , .  
\ - - - - I  - 
Starting out from a definition of 'actual' transactions an inventory of 
al1 imputations and re-routeings in the SNA is made. It is discussed 
which of those should be retained in the core of a flexible system of 
National Accounts. Conce tual and practica1 questions of presentation 
are brought up. ~umericaE exampìes are given. 

NA/27 Registration of trade in services and market valuation of imports and 
exports in the Nstional Accounts, Bos, Frits (1988). 
The registration of external trade transactions in the main tables of 
the National Accounts should be based on invoice value; this is nol 
only conceptually very actractive, but alco suitable for data collec- 
tion purposes. 

NA/2& The institutional sector classlficatian, Van den Bos, C. (1988). 
A background paper on the conceptual side of the rouping af financing 
units. A limited number of criteria are formulate 5 . 

NA/29 The concept of (transactor-)units in rhe National Accounts and in tihe 
basic system of economic statistics, Bloem, Adriaan M. (1989). 
Units in legal-administrative reality are often not suitable as statis- 
tical units in describing econornic processes. Some transformation of 
legal-adrninistrative units int0 econornic statistica1 units is needed. 
This paper examines this transformation and furnishes definitions of 
economic statistica1 units. Proper definitions are especially important 
because of the forthcorning revision of the SNA. 

NA/30 Regional income concepts, Bloem, Adriaan M. and Bas De Vet (1989). 
In this paper, the conceptual and statistica1 problems involved in the 
regionallzation of national accounting variables are discussed. Exam- 
les are the re ionalization of Gross Domestic Product, Gross National 

Pncome, ~is~osa6le National Income and Total Income of the Population. 



NA/31 The use of tendency surve s in extra olating National Accounts, Oudde- 
ken, Frank and Gerrit zijkans (19895 
This paper discusses the £easibility of the use of tendency survey data 
in the compilation of very timely uarterly Accounts. Some preliminary 
estimates of relations between ten 9 ency survey data and regular Quar- 
terly Accounts-indicators are also presented. 

NA/32 A n  economie core system and the socio-economic accounts module for the 
Netherlands, Gorter, Cor N. and Paul van der Laan (1989). 
A discussion of the core and various t es of modules in an overall 
system of econorny related statistics. %eci?l attention is paid to the 
Dutch Socio-economic Accounts. Tables and figures for the Netherlands 
are added. 

NA/33 A systems view on concepts of income in the National Accounts, Bos, 
Frits (1989). 
In thLs paper, concepts of income are explicitly linked to rhe purposes 
of use and to actual circumstances, Main choices in defining income are 
resented in a eneral system. The National Accounts is a multi-purpose 

Prarnework. I t siould therefare contain several concept s of income, e. g. 
differing with respect to the production boundary. Furthennore, con- 
cepts of national Income do not necessarily constitute an aggregation 
of income at a micro-level. 

HA/34 How to treat borrowing and leasing in the next SNA, Keuning, Steven J. 
f l a O n \  
< L , J U / .  

The use of services related to borrowing money, leasing capital goods, 
and renting land should not be considered as intermediate inputs int0 
s eciflc roduction processes. It is argued that the way of recordin R 
intact. 

B t e use of financial services in the present SNA should remain large y 

NA/35 A summary description of sources and metho& used in compiling the 
final estimates of Dutch National Income 1986, Gorter, Cor N. and 
others (1990). 
Translation of the inventory report submitted to the GNP Management 
Committee of the European Communities. 

NA/36 The registration of processing in SU p1 and use tables and input- 
output rables, Bloem. Adriaan M., Safe ze Boer annd Pieter Wind (1993). 
The re istration of processing is discussed primarily with regard to f its ef ects on in ut-output-t e tables and input-output quotes. Links 
between National Accounts and9asi.c statistics, user demands and inter- 
national guidelines are examined. Net recording is in genera1 to be 
preferred. An exception has to be made when processin amounts to a 
complete production process , e. g. oil raf ineries in tie Netherlands. 

NA/37 A proposal for a SAH which fits into the next Systen of National 
Accounts, Keuning, Steven J. (1990). 
This aper shows that al1 flow accounts which may become part of the 
nexr Pysrern of Narional Accounts can be embadded eeril in a Social 
Accounting Macriu ( S M ) .  In fact, for man purposes e {AM format may be 
preferred to the traditional T-accounts d r  the institutional rectors, 
since it allows for more Elexibility in selecting relevant classifica- 
tions and valuation principles. 

NA/38 Nel versus gross National Income, Bos, Frits (1990). 
In practice, gross figures of Domestic Product, National Product and 
Natlonal Income are most often preferred to net figures. In this paper, 
this practice is challenged. Conceptual issues and the reliability of 
capital consumption estimates are discussed. 

NA/39 Concealed interest income o£ households in the Netherlands; 1977, 1979 
and 1981, Kazemier, Brugt (1990). 
The major problem in estimating the size of hidden income is that total 
income, reported plus unreported, is unknown. However, this is not the 
case with total interest income of households in the Netherlands. This 
makes it possible to estirnate at least the order of magnitude of this 
art of hidden incorne. In this paper it wil1 be shown that in 1977, 

P979 and 1981 almost 50% of total interest received by households was 
concealed. 



NA/40 üho came off worst: Structural change of Dutch value added and eruploy-- 
??pg-luring the intewar period, Den Bakker, Gert P. and Jan de Gljt 
(19 YU) . 
In this paper new data for the interwar period are resented. The dis- 
tribution of value added over industries and a brea -down of value 
added into components is 

R 
Employment by industry is estimated as 

well. Moreover, s tructurafixE&ges during the inrewar years and in the 
more recent past are juxtaposed. 

The supply of hidden labour in the Netherlands: a model, Kazemier, 
Brugt and Rob van Eck (1990). 
This paper presents a model of the SU ply of hidden labour in the 
Netherlands. Model sirnulations show tRat the supply of hidden labour 
not very sensitive to cyclical fluctuations. A tax exempt of 1500 gu 
ders for second jobs and a higher probability of detection, however, 
may substantially decrease the magnitude of the hidden labour market 

NA/42 Benefits from productivity growth and the distribution of income, 
Keuning, Steven J. (1990). 
This paper contains a discussion on the measurement of multifactor pro- 
ductivity and sketches a framework for analyzing the relation between 
productivity changes and changes in the average factor remuneration 
rate by industry. Subsequentl , the effects on the average wage rate by 

s tudied. 
x labour category and the house old primary income distribution are 

M/43 Valuation rinciples in s ply and use tables and in the sectoral "S accounts, Reuning , Steven . (1991) . 
In many instances, the valuation of trancactions in goods and services 
in the national accounts poses a problem. The main reason is that the 
price paid b the purchaser deviates from the price received by the 
producers. TXe paper discusses these problems and demonstrates that 
different valuations should be used in the supply and use tables and 
in the sectoral accounts. 

NA144 The choice of index number formulae and weights in tñe Bational 
Accounts. A sensitivity analysis based on macro-econodc data for the 
intewar period, Bakker, Gert P. den (1991). 
The sensitivity of growth estimates to variations in index number 
formulae and weighting procedures is discussed. The calcu~ations 
concern the macro-econornic variables for the interwar period in the 
Netherlands. It appears that the use of different formulae and 
weights yields large differences in growth rates. Comparisons of Gross 
Domestic Product rowth rates among countries are presently obscured 
by the use of different deflation methods. There existc an urgent need 
for standardization of deflation methods at the international level. 

NA/45 Volume measurement of government output in the Netherlands; some 
alternatives, Kazemier, Btugt (1991). 
This paper discusses three alternative methods fox the measurement of 
the roductkon volume of government. Al1 methods yield almost similar 
resuyrs: the everege ennual increase in the last two decades of 
government labour productivity is about 0.7 ercent per full-time 
worker equivalent. The implementation of eit R er one of these methods 
would have led to circa 0.1 percentage points higher estimates of 
economic growth In the Netherlands. 

NA/46 fin environmental module and the complete systea of national accounts, 
Boo, Abram J. De, Peter R. Bosch, Cor N. Gorter and Steven J. Keuning 
1 1  nn?  \ 
(1771 

A linkige between environmental data and the National Accounts is often 
llmited to the production accounts. This paper argues that the conse- 
quences of economic actions on ecosystems and vice versa should be 
considered in terms of the complete System of National Accounts (SNA). 
One should begin with relating volume flows of environmental matter to 
the standard economic accounts. For this purpose, a so-called Narional 
Accountin Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) is proposed. 
This is iflustrated with an example. 



NA/47 Deregulation and econornic statistics: Europe 1992, Bos, Frits (1992). 
The consequences of dere ulation for econornic statistics are discussed 
with a view co Europe 1 9 6 2 .  In parcicular, the effects of che introduc- 
tion of the Intrastat-systern for statistics on international trade are 
investigated. It is argued that if the Statistica1 Offices of the EC- 
countries do not re~pond adequately, Euro e 1992 wil1 lead to a dete- 
rioration of economic statistics: they wiP1 become less reliable, leis 
cost effective and less balanced. 

NA/48 The history of national accounting Bos, Frits (1992). 
At present, the national accounts in most countries are com iled on the 
baslm of coniepts and classifications recommended in rhe 19p8-~nited 
Nations guidelinec. In this pa er, we trace the historica1 roots of 
these uidelines (e .g .  the vorR b King, Pett Kuznets, Keynes, Leon- 
tie£, Br isch , Tinbergen and ~toney, compare t k  subbsequent guidelines 
and dlscuss also alternative accounting systems like extended accounts 
and S A M s .  

NA/49 Quality assessment of macroeconomic figures: The Dutch Quarterly Flash, 
Reinin a Led, Gerrit Zijlmans and Ron Janssen Pgg2) Since 8989 - W ,  the Dutch Central Bureau of Stat stico 'has made prelimi- 
nary estimates o f  quarterly macroeconomic figures at about 8 weeks 
after the end of the referente quarter. Since 1991-11 a preliminary or 
"Flash" estimate of GDP has been published. The decision to do so was 
based on a scudy comparin the Flash estimates and the regular Quar- 
terly Accounts f igures , wkch have a 17-week delay. This paper reports 
on a similar study with figures through 1991-111. 

NA/50 Quali i rovement of the  Dutch Quarterly Flash: A Time Series 
h a l  s 7 "  s o some Service Industries, Reinrnga, Ted and Gerrit Zijlmans 
(1995) 
The ~utch Quarterly Flash (QF) is, jus! like the regular Quarterly 
Accounts (QA), a fully integrated statistic based on a quarterly 
updated input-out ut table. Not al1 short term statistics used to 
update the QA's 18-table are time1 enough to be of use for rhe QF, so 
other sources have co be found or zorecasts have to be made. In lar e 
parcs of the service industry tha latter is the only possibility. d i s  
paper reports on the use of econometric techniques (VU. series decom- 
position and ARIMA modelling) to improve the quality of the forecasts 
in five parts of the service industry. 

NA/51 A Research and Development Module supplementing the National Accounts, 
Bos, Frits, Hugo Hollanders and Steven Keuning (1992 
Th i s  paper presents a national accounts framewark fu 1 i tailored to a 
descrlption of the role of Research and Development (R&) in the 
national economy. The framework facilitates to draw macro-econornic 
conclusions from al1 kinds of data on R&D (also micro-data and quali- 
tative information). Figures resented in this wa can serve as a data 
base f o r  modelling the role o$ RhD in the nationar economy, 

w 5 2  The allocation of time in ths Netherlands in the context of the SNA; a 
module, Kazemier, Brugt and Jeanet Exel (1992). 
This pa er presentc a module on informal production, sup lementing the 
~stioney Accounts. Its pur osa is to incorporate informa 5 production 
into the concepts of rhe SEA. The relation between forma1 and informal 
production i s  shown in the frarnework of a Social Accounting Matrix 
(SAM). To avoid a controversiaf valuation of informal production, the 
module constists of two SAMs. One expressed in actual rices with 
inforrnal labour valued zero, and one vhich erpresses tRe embedded 
informal labour input measured in terms of hours worked. 

NA/53 National Accounts and the environment: the case for a system's 
a proach, Keuning, Steven J ,  (1992). T R ~  present set of rnain economic indicators should be extended with one 
or a few indicators on the state of the environment. This paper Ests 
various reasons wh a co-called Green Domestic Product is not suitable 
for this purpose. Tnstead, a s stemls approach should be followed. A 
National Accounting Matrix inc$uding Envrronmental Accounts (NAMEA) is 
presented and the way to derive one or more separate indicators on the 
environment from this information system is outlined. 



NA/54 How to treat multi-regional units and the extra-territoria1 region 
in the Regional Accounts?, De Vet, Bas (1992). 
This paper discusses the regionalization of production and capital 
formation by multi-regional kind-of-activity units. It also examines 
the circurnstances in which a unit may be sald to have a local kind-of- 
activity unit in the extra-territoria1 region and what should be 
attributed to this "region' . 

NA/55 A historica1 Social Accounting l4atri.x for the Netherlands (1938), Den 
Bakker, Gert P., Jan de Gijt and Steven J. Ke-inh(1992 ) Thic paper recents a Social Accounting Matrix (S ) for ;he Necher- 
lands in 1958, including related, non-monetary tables on demographic 
characteristicc, employment, etc. The distribution of income and expen- 
diture among household subgroups in the 1938 SAM is compared with con- 
comittant data for 1987. 

NA/56 Ori in and development of the Dutch National Accounts, Den Bakker, Gert 
P. h992) 
This describes the hictory of national accountin in the Nether- 
lands. Afrer two early estimates in the be innin of tie nineteenth 5 a century, modern national accounting starte in t e 1930s on behalf of 
the Tinber en model for rhe Dutch economy. The develo ment spurred up f after ~orl% War I1 to provide data to the government or economic 
planning purposes. In the 1980s, the development was towards a flexible 
and institutional approach. 

NA/57 Compiling Dutch Gross National Product W); summary re ort on the 6 P final estimates after the revision in 1 92, Bos, Frits ( 992). 
This summary report describes the sources and methods used for compi- 
ling the final estimate of Dutch Gross National Product after the 
revision of the Dutch National Accounts in 1992. Attention is focused 
on the estimation procedures £or 1988. A more extensive report is als0 
available (NA/57 - Ext.). 

NA/57 Ext. Compiling Dutch Gross National Product (W); £ull report on the 
-final estimates after the revision in 1992, Bos, Frits and Cor Gorter 
(1993). 
This report describes the compilation of the final estimate of Dutch 
Gross National Product after the revision of the Dutch National Accounts 
in 1992. Attention is focused on the estimation procedures for 1988. 
The description covers i.a. data sources, sam ling features of the 
surveys, grossing up procedures, adjustments gor underreporting and 
the integration process. 

NA/58 The 1987 revision of the Netherlands' National Accounts, Van den Bos, 
C and P.G. Al (1994 . b The 1987 revision t at was completed in 1992 has improved the Dutch 
National Accounts in three ways. First, new and other data sources have 
been used, like Production statistics of service industries, the Budget 
Survey and Statisticc on fixed capita1 formation. 
integration process has been irnproved by the use of SecOndll detai &d the make- and 
use-tables instead of more aggxegate input-output tables. Thirdly 
several changes in bookkeeping conventions have been introduced, iike a 
net instead of a gross registration of processing to order. 

NA/59 A National Accounting Matrix for the Netherlands, Keuning, Steven and 
Jan de Gij t (1992). 
Currently, the national accounts typicalll use two formats for presen- 
tation: matrices for the Input-Output tab es and T-accounts for the 
transactions of institutional sectors. This pa er demonstrates that P resently available national accounts can easi y be transfomed int0 a 
Rational Accounting Matrix (NAM). This may improve both rhe trans- 
parency and analytic usefulness of the complete set of accounts. 

NA/60 Integrated indicators in a National Accounting Matrix including 
environmental accounts (NAHEA); an ap lication to the Hetherlands, De 
Haan, Mark, Steven Keuning and Pater %osch (1993). 
In this paper, environmental indicators are integrated into a National 
Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) and are put 
on a par with the major aggregates in the national accounts, like 
National Income. The environmental indicators reflect the goals of the 
environmental olicy of the Dutch government. Concrete figures are 
presented for E989. The NAMEA is opfimally suited as a data base for 
modelling the interaction between the national economy and the 
environment. 



NA/61 Standard national accounting concepts, econonic theo and data compi- ?; lation issues; on constancy and chan e in the United ations-kbnuals on 
national accounting (1947, 1953j 1961 and 1993) Bos, Frits (1993). 
In this paper, the four successive guidelines of the United Nations on 
national accounting are discussed in view of economic theory (Keynesian 
analysis, welfare! Hicksian income input-output anal sis, etc.) and 
data compilation issues (e.g. the iink with conceptr fn administrative 
data sources). The new guidelines of the EC should com iement those of 
the UN and be simpler and more cost-efficient. It shouyd define a 
balanced set of operational concepts and tables that is attainable for 
most EC countries within 5 years. 

NA/62 Revision of the 1987 Dutch agricultural accounts, Pauli, Peter and 
Nico van Stokrom (1994). 
During the recent revision of the Dutch national accounts, new agri- 
cultural accounts have been compiled for the Netherlands. This paper 
presents the ma'or methodological and ractical improvements and 
reiult. for 1 9 8 9 ,  che base ear for th$s revision In addition, this 
paper demonscrates that a l?nlcage can be established between the E.C 
agricultural accounting system and the agricultural part of the 
standard national accounts. 

M/63 I lementing the revised S M  in the Dutch Nattonal Accounts, Bos, Frits 
1 8 3 3 ) .  
%is - ' aper discusses the implernentation of the new United Nations 
pidefines on national accounting (SNA) in thhe Netherlands. The changes 
in basic concepts and classifications in the SNA will be im lemented 
during the forthcoming revision. The chan es in scope will ge intro- 
duced gradually. Im orranf changes schedufed for the near future are 
rhe incorporation of balance sheets, an environmental module and a 
Social Accounting Matrix. 

w 6 4  Damage and insurance compensations in the SNA, the busfness accounts 
and the Dutch national accounts, Baris, Willem (1993). 
This paper describes the recordrng of damages to inventories and 
produced fixed assets in general, including damages as a result of legal 
roduct liability and of the liability for damage to the environment. 
!n this regard, the 1993 Syctem of National Accounts and the practice 
of business accounting are compared with the Dutch national accounts. 

NA/65 Analyzin economic growth: a descri tion of the basic data available I for the etherlands and-an ap Ikat f on Van Leeuwen, George, Hendrie 
van der Hoeven and Gerrle Zi Lans (1994) 
This pa er describes the  STA^ project of ;he OECD and the Dutch 
nariona? accounts data cupplied to the STAN database, which is designed 
for a structural analysis of the role of technology in economic 
performance. Following an OECD analysis for other industrial countries, 
the importance of international trade for a smal1 open economy such as 
the Netherlands is investi ated. The STAN database rs also available on 
floppy disk at rhe costs o!? DFL. 2 5 ,  an can be ordered by returning the 
order Eorm below (Please mention: SLM floppy disk). 

NA/66 Comparability of the sector Genera1 Goverment in the National 
Accounts, a case study Eor tha Netberlands and Genaany, Streppel, 
Irene and Dick Van Ton eren (1994). 
This paper questions tte international comparability of data 
concernlng che sector General Government in the National Accounts. Two 
differences are distin uished: differences due to lack af compliance 
with international gui%elines and institutional differences 
Ad'ustrnents to National Accounts data are reflected in a separate 
m o h e  which comparises Germany versus The Nerherlands. The module 
shows that total General Government resources as wel1 as uses are 
substantially higher in the Netherlands. 

NA/67 ühat would Net Domestic Product have been in an environmental1 
swtainable economy?, Prelimina views pnd results, De Boer, lart. 
Mark de Haan and Monlque Voogt =T ( 994). 
Sustainable use of the environment is a pattern of use that can last 
forever, at least in theory. This pattern is likely to render a lower 
net domestic product than the present economy. The coherence between 
reductions in pressure on the environment and changes in net domestic 
roduct is investi ated with the help of a simple multi lier model. 
Phis model is bases on a National Accounting Matrix incfuding 
Environmental Accounts (NAMEA). 



NA/68 A Social Accounting Matrix for the Netherlands, conce ts and results, 
Timmerman, Jolanda G. and Peter J.M. van de Ven (19947. 
In this paper a Social Accounting Matrix (CAM) for the Netherlands is 
presented. Two ears are covered: 1988 and 1990. The SAMs integrate 
statistics on tKe distribution of income, and conswnption expendicure 
amon various household groups in a national accounts framework. 
S imuBraniousiy , labour income and employment are disaggregated int0 
several labour categories. 

NA/69 Anal ing relative factor inputs of Dutch exports: An a plication of F the G90 Social Accounting Matrix for the Netherlands ( orthcoming) , 
Reininga, Ted (1994). 
In this paper the validity of neoclassical trade theorv for explainin 
Dutch international trade pitterns is studied. Ihe anal sis is carriej 
out with the use of a Social Accounting Matrix for The getherlands. 
This study corroborates the outcome of other recent analysis in this 
field: classical trade theory offers a better startin -point to % understand Dutch trade patterns than neoclassical tra e theory. 
Moreover, these recent studies point to the increasing relevante of 
insights derived frorn modern trade theory. The results presented here 
seem to support this point of view. 

NA/70 SESAHE for the evaluation of economic development and social change, 
Keuning, Steven J. (1994). 
This paper elaborates on the concept of a S stem of Economic and Social 
Accounting Matrices and Extensions, or S E S ~ E  for short. The SESAME- 
concept serves to meet the cri~icism that conventional national 
accounts take a too limited view at cocial, environmental and economic 
development. SESAME details the monetary accounts and couples non- 
monerary information in an integral system approach. SESAME is meant as 
a synthesis of national accounts and the soclal indicators approach. 

NA/71 New revision policies for the Dutch National Accounts, Den Bakker, 
Gert P., Jan de Gijt and Robert A.M. van Rooijen (1994). 
This paper presents the (new) revision policy for the Dutch National 
Accounts. In the past, several major revisions of national accounting 
data have been carried out in the Netherlands. In the course of time, 
the policy has chan ed several times. Recent1 the aim has become to 
publish relatively fong time-series shortly azter the publication of 
the revised benchmark year data. 

NA/72 Labour force data in a National Accounting framework, Den Bakker, 
Gert P. and Jan de Gij t (1994). 
This paper deals with the Dutch interwar labour force data. Starting 
with census data the esrimation of the working and non-workin labour 
force by industr and by occu ational type is described and t k e results 
are discussed. T x e  data have geen estimated within the national accounts 
framework. It is the first time that labour market figures at a meso- 
level have been estimated which are linked to other national accounting 
f igures . 

NA/73 Integrated estimates of roductivity and tem-of-trade changes from 
a Social Accounting ~atrfx at constant prices , Keuning, Steven J. 1994). This paper demonstrares that measures o real income change for the total 
economy can best be derived from real income changes per subsector. For 
this urpose a Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) at constant prices has been 
compiEed. By breaking d o m  value added at constant prices into constant 
price estimates for each primary input category productivity changes by 
mdustry can be estimated as an integral part of the regular national 
accounts compilation. The national total tradkng gain OT loss from a 
chan e in the terms of trade is as wel1 allocared to subsectors, thus 
ernbeidin the estimation of this macro-measure int0 a meso-consis tency 
framewori. These ideas have been applied in a case-study for Indonesia. 

NA/74 Taking the environment int0 account: The Netherlands NAMEA'S for 
1989, 1990 and 1991, De Haan, Mark and Steven Keuning (1995). 
The National Accounting Matrix including Environmental Accounts (NAMEA) 
contains figures on environmental burdens in relation to economic 
develo ments as reflected in the National accounts. NAMEA's for the 
~etheryands in 1989, 1990 and 1991 have now been completed. They include 
a more detailed industrial classification and a series of environment 
taxes and levies, plus environmental protection expenditures b industry 
and households. Further, the depletion of two important minera r 
resources in the Netherlands is now incorporated in the NAMEA's. 
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